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We study the demixing transition of mixtures of equal size hard spheres and dipolar hard spheres
using computer simulation and integral equation theories. Calculations are carried out at constant
pressure, and it is found that there is a strong correlation between the total density and the
composition. The critical temperature and the critical total density are found to increase with
pressure. The critical mole fraction of the dipolar component on the contrary decreases as pressure
is augmented. These qualitative trends are reproduced by the theoretical approaches that on the other
hand overestimate by far the value of the critical temperature. Interestingly, the critical parameters
for the liquid-vapor equilibrium extrapolated from the mixture results in the limit of vanishing
neutral hard sphere concentration agree rather well with recent estimates based on the extrapolation
of charged hard dumbbell phase equilibria when dumbbell elongation shrinks to zero
G. Ganzenmüller and P. J. Camp, J. Chem. Phys. 126, 191104 2007. © 2008 American Institute
of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3039512
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past years a considerable research effort has been
devoted to the study of phase equilibria of dipolar fluids
using both computer simulation techniques1–9 and theory.10,11
In a first stage, it was commonly assumed that some disper-
sion interaction should be present for liquid-vapor equilib-
rium LVE to exist.4,12 Recently, however, new computer
simulation results8,9,13,14 seem to have reopened the discus-
sion regarding the existence of LVE. Ganzenmüller and
Camp13 estimated a probable location of the hypothetical
LVE critical point of the dipolar hard sphere DHS system.
These authors utilized an extrapolation of the LVE results for
charged hard dumbbells. Such an extrapolation is needed
since the computational effort required to reach the DHS
limit is prohibitive. Using an alternative approach, Pshenich-
nikov and Mekhonoshin14 found also some evidence of a
gas-liquid transition using Monte Carlo simulation of DHS
under confinement.
Related systems composed of hard and soft dipolar
spheres have been studied by Hynninen and Dijkstra.15,16 In
their work the dipole moments are constrained to lie parallel
to an external field. Under these conditions no stable LVE
was found.
Lately, the LVE of Stockmayer fluids whose particles
interact through a Lennard-Jones potential in addition to the
dipole-dipole term has also been extensively reviewed using
computer simulation. In the limit of high reduced dipole mo-
ments it is expected that the dipolar interactions should play
the key role in a possible phase separation. However, once
more, the controversy regarding the system behavior in such
a limit is far from settled.17–19
The fluid phase behavior of mixtures of DHSs has been
studied using integral equation theory IET and density
functional theory DFT. Chen et al.20 used the reference
hypernetted chain RHNC approximation to analyze the de-
mixing phase transition in mixtures of apolar hard spheres
HSs and DHS. Range and Klapp21 studied the phase behav-
ior of binary mixtures of equisized DHS with different dipole
moments in the fluid phase regime using DFT. These authors
predicted the existence of a first order transition between an
isotropic gas and a ferroelectric fluid, with the first order
transition ending in a tricritical point. In a related work, Sza-
lai and Dietrich22 applied a mean field DFT to Stockmayer
fluid mixtures.
Concerning simulation results, De Leeuw et al.23 studied
the phase behavior of mixtures of Stockmayer and Lennard-
Jones molecules using molecular dynamics. They found that
at high densities a demixing transition takes place. However,
at lower density values or pressures, it is not possible to
draw general conclusions regarding the phase behavior of
these mixtures. This is due to a shortcoming stemming from
the use of a fixed total density method with variable compo-
sition instead of the more natural and appropriate constant
pressure approach.
Finally, Blair and Patey24 considered mixtures of neutral
and DHSs and used different diameter ratios between the two
components to study phase separation using Gibbs ensemble
Monte Carlo25 simulation; they found that demixing takes
place, at least, for high densities.
In this paper we will revisit the problem of the possible
phase separation of HS/DHS mixtures. We will make use of
efficient Monte Carlo methods to probe the existence of de-
mixing and to locate the corresponding critical points resort-
ing to finite-size scaling procedures. The influence of the
pressure on the critical temperature of demixing will also be
studied, and we will pay attention to the low pressure limit in
order to further our knowledge on the LVE of pure DHS
systems. In addition, we will assess the performance of twoaElectronic mail: noe@iqfr.csic.es.
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well known IETs, the hypernetted chain HNC and the
RHNC approximations, when trying to cope with this rela-
tively complex problem.
The models studied in this paper have some similarities
with different spin fluid models26,27 and, to some extent, the
appropriate theoretical and simulation tools to study both
types of systems are similar. Nevertheless, there is a substan-
tial physical difference between such spin fluids and the di-
polar models studied here. Such a difference is the strong
influence that the frustration28 that appears in the dipolar
interactions causes on the phase diagram.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we will describe the systems under study and the thermody-
namic relations that quantify and characterize the phase sepa-
ration. In Sec. III we will discuss the computer simulation
techniques used in the calculation. In Sec. IV we will discuss
with some detail the analysis of the simulation results to
compute phase equilibria and critical points. Section V is
devoted to a brief account of the IETs. Finally, in Sec. VI we
present and discuss our most significant results and outline
the main conclusions of this work.
II. THE SYSTEM
We will consider mixtures of two species: neutral HSs
species 1 with dipolar moment Mh=0 and DHSs species
2 with dipolar moment MdMDHS0.
The potential energy is defined as a sum of pair interac-
tions given by
urij,Sˆ i,Sˆ j = uHSrij +
MiM j
40rij
3 Sˆ i · Sˆ j − 3Sˆ i · rˆij
Sˆ j · rˆij , 1
where Sˆ k and Mk are, respectively, the unit vector that define
the dipole orientation and the magnitude of the dipolar mo-
ment of particle k, 0 is the vacuum permittivity, uHSr is the
HS potential for which we will here consider that the two
species have the same diameter , and rˆijrij / rij, where
rij is the vector joining the centers of particles i and j.
Reduced units will be used throughout the paper, taking
 as unit length and u0=Md2 / 403 as the energy unit.
The reduced temperature will be T=kBT /u0, with kB being
Boltzmann’s constant. We also define the reduced reciprocal
temperature as =1 /T. The reduced pressure will be given
by p= p3 /u0, but we will preferentially use as thermody-
namic variable pp3 /kBT= p /T.
A. Thermodynamics
In order to explain the simulation methodologies used to
compute the phase diagrams from a more convenient per-
spective, we will first recall the explicit form of the differen-
tial equation for the Gibbs energy function G in a binary
mixture,
dG = Ud + Vdp + 1dN1 + 2dN2, 2
where = kBT−1, U is the internal energy, V is the volume,
and k and Nk are, respectively, the chemical potential and
the number of particles of the species k. Taking into account
that N=N1+N2, we can write
dG = Ud + Vdp + 1dN + dN2, 3
where 2−1. A Legendre transformation leads to
d = Ud + Vdp + 1dN − N2d , 4
where =1N=G−N2. According to Eq. 4, we can
conveniently analyze the phase equilibria of the binary mix-
ture in terms of four thermodynamic variables: N, , p, and
. The only extensive variable, the total number of par-
ticles N, will define the system size.
According to Gibbs’ phase rule, in conditions of thermo-
dynamic equilibrium between two phases of two-component
systems, only two out of the three intensive variables are
independent. Let us assume that we fix temperature and pres-
sure or  and p. If under such conditions demixing takes
place, locating the transition also implies computing the
value of the remaining intensive variable at the transition,
namely, e.
On the other hand, assuming that phase separation can
happen at low temperature, if we keep p constant and
compute e as a function of , we should expect the
demixing transition to exhibit an upper critical temperature
Tcp or lower critical reciprocal temperature cp,
since in the limit →0, we will reach a mixture of two
species of HSs with equal diameters i.e., a typical example
of a fully miscible ideal mixture.
III. SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
In this work, we are dealing with dipolar interactions.
This implies a considerable computational effort for the
evaluation of interaction energies. Additionally, previous ex-
perience in the simulation of this type of systems3,8,13 indi-
cates that the possible phase transitions should occur at rela-
tively low temperatures. Both factors make advisable the use
of the most efficient simulation procedures at hand in order
to be able to draw meaningful conclusions from the calcula-
tions. Therefore, in what follows, we present in detail the
special techniques that we have employed here to study the
demixing transitions.
A. Wang–Landau type algorithm
We have devised a Wang–Landau29,30 type of algorithm
tailored to our particular problem. This kind of procedures
has already been successfully applied to the study of the fluid
phase behavior of simple fluids31–34 and fluid mixtures.34 A
number of advantages make this class of approaches a pre-
ferred tool for these problems. In particular, for the given
conditions of N, P, and T, only one long simulation run is
required instead of a number of different runs for different
conditions of xN2 /N if one used the fixed composition
NPT ensemble or  if the simulations are carried out in
the semigrand NPT SGNPT ensemble.25 Moreover, the free
energy barriers that make phase transitions difficult to handle
in computer simulations are effectively removed by the na-
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ture of the method, and finally, it is quite simple to estimate
how long a simulation run must be in order to reliably
sample the system phase space.
Let us now recall the key features of the SGNPT algo-
rithms so as to clarify how the Wang–Landau approach ap-
plies to our problem. A given configuration in a SGNPT
ensemble has a probability given by
PR,S,V 	 VN exp− pV + N2S − UR,S,V ,
5
where R denotes the system-size-reduced position coordi-
nates of the particles, S represents the labels species of the
N particles, and U is the potential energy. The probability of
finding a number N2 of DHS can be extracted integrating Eq.
5 to get
PN2 	 expN2exp− GN,N2,p, , 6
where GN ,N2 ,p , is the Gibbs energy function, which
can be decomposed into
GN,N2,p, = G0N,N2,p, + Gmix
id N2,N , 7
and the ideal Gibbs energy function of ideal mixture Gmix
id is
given by
Gmix
id N2,N = − log
N!
N2 ! N − N2!
 Nx log x + 1 − xlog1 − x . 8
Our aim here is to compute G0 as a function of N2 for the
given conditions of N, , and p. Notice than in an ideal
mixture G0 does not depend on the composition x. In prac-
tical terms we will actually compute G0 defined as
G0N2,N,p, = G0N2,N,p,
− GHSN,p, , 9
where GHS stands for the Gibbs energy function of a pure HS
system at the same conditions of temperature and pressure.
The Wang–Landau type simulations will be divided into
two parts. The first part is the equilibration, which is devoted
mainly to get a first estimation of G0 as a function of N2.
The second part will be referred as the sampling part, in
which the actual averages are computed.
The simulation procedure involves three types of Monte
Carlo moves: particle translations, volume changes, and
changes in N2. The orientational sampling will be coupled
with the translation and identity change moves and will be
presented later in the paper. Otherwise, the first two types of
motions are performed using the standard procedures.25,35,36
The probability of a given configuration is
PWLV,R,S 	
N2 ! N − N2!
N!
VN exp
0N2
− pV − U , 10
where U=UR ,S ,V and N2=N2S. The weighting function

0N2 is, in principle, an unknown function that is to be
generated during the equilibration part of the procedure. The
optimal choice for 
0N2 is the one that leads to a flat
distribution function PWLN2. Integrating Eq. 10, one gets
PWLN2 	 exp
0N2exp− G0N2 . 11
Therefore, our aim during the equilibration process will be
the computation of a function 
0N2 that fulfills

0N2  G0N2 + c 12
with c being a constant. Hence, our procedure is to some
extent similar to that used in SGNPT simulations25 except for
two main details: first, the way in which different N2 values
are weighed cf. Eqs. 10 and 5, and second, during the
equilibration part of the Wang–Landau procedure, the factor
that weighs the different compositions is not constant, but it
is being modified throughout the simulation so as to bias the
sampling, and thus to get a flat distribution function
PWLN2. In this sense, the equilibration part is a nonequilib-
rium simulation, and one should be cautious not to draw
quantitative conclusions at this initial level of the simulation.
1. Wang–Landau equilibration section
This part of the algorithm is split into several stages.
Each stage is indexed by the subscript s. In the first stage an
initial guess of 
0N2 is required, for instance, 
0N2
=0 for all N2. The simulation is then run using the three
types of moves described above. Once an identity change
move is performed, the current value of the number of di-
poles N2 is used to update the stage histogram of the com-
position sampling PsN2. In addition the weighting function

0N2 is updated, such that

0
newN2 = 
0
oldN2 − s, 13
where s depends on the equilibration stage via
ws = w1
s−1
, with 0  1. 14
The changes in 
0N2 are intended to reduce the weight of
the visited compositions, and thus ease the sampling of all
the required mole fractions. An equilibration stage is finished
when the corresponding PsN2 fulfills the convergence cri-
teria given by
PsN2 
N2
max
− N2
min + 1
Nt
NN2  15
for all N2 in the sampling range of N2
minN2N2
max with 
being a prefixed convergence parameter that fulfills 0
1. In Eq. 15, NN2 is the number of occurrences of N2
in the composition histogram over the whole stage, and Nt is
the sum of NN2 over all the compositions in the sampling
range. As the procedure advances into successive stages, the
effect of updating 
0N2 is less pronounced, so that in the
final stages of the equilibration section, the simulation runs
can be described as quasiequilibrium runs. Therefore, at the
end of the equilibration part of the simulation, 
0N2 is
expected to be a good estimate of the Gibbs energy in the
sense of Eq. 12. We have typically used ten equilibration
stages with =0.25, 1=0.262 144, 10=10−6, and =0.50.
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2. Sampling part
Once the so-called equilibration part of the simulation is
finished, we start the sampling of the system properties.
Now, the weighting function 
0N2 is kept fixed and, if
the equilibration criterion has been adequately chosen, it is
expected that the simulation runs will be able to sample the
whole selected composition range.
This part of the simulation is split into blocks in order to
facilitate the error analysis. With the results obtained during
the sampling part, one can perform a further refinement of
the Gibbs energy using
G0N2 = 
0N2 − logPN2 + c , 16
where c is calculated by considering the constraint
G0N2=0=0.
B. Computational details
The simulations were carried out on cubic boxes with
periodic boundary conditions PBC. In order to take into
account the long range nature of the dipolar interaction, we
have used the Ewald sum technique25,35 using an inverse
screening length =5.75 /L and reciprocal vectors 2k /L
with kkmax=6, where L is the length of the simulation
box.
After choosing representative values of p, we first car-
ried out some exploratory short simulation runs with small N
values to locate the corresponding critical temperatures. Af-
ter these explorations we started long simulations for differ-
ent values of N. The simulations were organized in cycles
and, in each cycle, we perform N one-particle translational-
orientational moves, N attempts of identity change, and one
attempt of volume change.
The one-particle translation moves of DHS were coupled
to a biased orientational sampling. This is carried out pro-
vided that no overlap occurs in the translation attempt by
computing the electrical field that the rest of the particles of
the system produces on both the current and the trial posi-
tions of the particle to be moved, say particle i. It is then
possible3,37 to integrate the orientational degrees of freedom
of particle i and compute the ratio between the probabilities
of the two positions for the current configuration of the rest
of the particles. These integrated probabilities are used to
accept/reject the move. Then, using the electrical field at the
chosen position, it is straightforward to select a new orienta-
tion of the dipole.38
A composition sampling step is carried out by first
choosing at random with equal probabilities whether to in-
crease or to decrease the number of DHS. If the selection is
not directly forbidden by the prefixed range of compositions
0N2N2
max
, we pick at random one HS if we are increas-
ing N2 or one DHS if N2 is to be reduced. Then the elec-
trical field E at the position of the particle excluding pos-
sible interactions with the periodic images of the chosen
particle is computed. Taking into account the value of E,
the interaction between the particle for the DHS identity
with its periodical images which depends on the volume,
but not on the dipole orientation for a cubic box, and the
values of 
0, it is straightforward3,37 to write down the
acceptation criteria. As in the translational moves, if the new
identity is that of a DHS, then a new orientation of the dipole
is selected, taking into account the electrical field at the po-
sition of the particle.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS
During the sampling part of the simulation, after each
step of compositional sampling, we store the required infor-
mation to build up different averages as functions of N2.
Essentially we accumulate results to compute averages as
VkUl	 with k=0,¯ ,4 and l=0,2, for each composition.
Utilizing these averages one can also estimate the ther-
modynamic properties in the vicinity of the simulated ther-
modynamic states by means of adequate Taylor expansions
and the standard equations of the statistical thermodynamics.
In practice we are interested in computing
GN2 N ,p ,GN2 ,N ,p ,−GHSN ,p. With
the values of GN2 for constant , p, and N, we can
analyze whether demixing occurs. For a given value of 
we can compute the corresponding distribution function,
PN2 	 exp− GN2 + N2 . 17
Considering that xN2 /N, the corresponding momenta mk
=mk of the distributions Px  can be evaluated as
m1 = x¯ = x	 , 18
mk = x − x¯k	 k = 2,3,4 . 19
In order to check for the presence of possible first order
demixing transitions, we determine e ,p ,N as the
value of  that maximizes m2 at the corresponding con-
ditions  ,p ,N. Then, it is convenient to analyze the sys-
tem size dependence of the distributions at e, with fixed
conditions of temperature and pressure, so as to extrapolate
the system behavior at the thermodynamic limit. From the
distributions at e ,p ,N, we compute the following
quantities:
xmN = m1N,e , 20
xN = m2N,e1/2, 21
G4N =
1
2
3 − m4N,em2N,e2 , 22
and analyze their dependence on the system size, represented
either with N or the related quantity LN1/3. Note that the
condition of maximum for m2 implies that the third moment
of the composition distribution fulfills m3N ,e=0. The
extrapolation of the results to N→ will define our estima-
tions at the thermodynamic limit, e.g., xm=limN→ xmN.
The mole fraction fluctuation xN is expected to behave as
lim
N→
xN = x 0,   cp
x = 0,   cp ,
 23
xN 	 N−1/2 = L−3/2,   cp , 24
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xN − x  N−1 = L−3,   cp , 25
whereas exactly at the critical point the expected scaling be-
havior is36
xL 	 L−/,  = cp , 26
where  and  are critical exponents. The prime in the ex-
ponent  is introduced to distinguish it from the inverse
temperature . The values of these critical exponents have
been taken to be39,40 =0.326 and =0.630.
For cp the composition of the two phases at
equilibrium will be given by
x = xm  x , 27
where xm and x are extrapolated by fitting the results for
xmN and xN to polynomials of 1 /N up to the first or
second order in 1 /N.
The quantity G4N, defined through the second and
fourth moments of the mole fraction probability distribution
at e, is closely related to the reduced fourth order cu-
mulant of the distribution.36,41,42 The behavior of G4N with
the system size is expected to fulfill36,42
lim
N→
G4N =  1,   cpGc,  = cp0,   cp ,  28
where Gc is a singular value, which depends on the geom-
etry, symmetry, and boundary conditions of the finite size
systems and on the class of universality of the critical behav-
ior of the system.42,43 For systems with critical behavior be-
longing to the three dimensional 3D Ising universality class
that are simulated on cubic boxes with PBC, we have43 Gc
0.698.
According to the usual finite-size scaling techniques, one
expects that for large systems G4N becomes invariant with
the system size and equal to Gc at the critical line. Taking
this into account, one can define pseudocritical inverse tem-
peratures cN for finite system sizes as
G4cN,Np = Gc. 29
In Figs. 1 and 2 we present the mole fraction probability
distributions Px e at the pseudocritical temperatures for
different system sizes and two values of the reduced pressure
p. It can be seen that as the system size increases, the shape
of these distributions approaches the universal curve.42
According to finite-size scaling procedures,42,44 the fol-
lowing asymptotic behavior is expected for cN:
cL = c + aL−1+/, 30
where we have used the length L as a measure of the system
size;  is a critical exponent, which for the Ising-3D univer-
sality class is estimated to be40 0.52. Once one has cL
and the corresponding cL, using the appropriate re-
weighting strategies one can compute at those conditions the
system size dependent pseudocritical quantities cL, xcL,
and xcL. These quantities are expected to fulfill for not
too small systems42,44
xcL  xc + axL−d−1/, 31
cL  c + aL−d−1/, 32
xcL  aL−/, 33
where d is the dimensionality of the system.
In the mixtures we are dealing with, the two phases at
equilibrium have different total densities. In fact, for a given
pressure and temperature, the total density composition is
strongly correlated; the total density increases in parallel
with the mole fraction of the DHSs. Bearing this in mind, we
can estimate the total density of the phases at equilibrium
using the same procedure employed for the compositions.
V. INTEGRAL EQUATION THEORIES
In what follows we will briefly sketch the key equations
that build up both the RHNC and HNC approximations. Both
approaches start from the Ornstein–Zernike equation that can
be expressed for a mixture of molecular fluids as
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FIG. 1. Color online Composition distribution function at criticality with
p=2.0. For each system size the distribution is plotted at its pseudocriti-
cal conditions cN and cN. See text for details.
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FIG. 2. Color online Composition distribution function at criticality in the
infinite pressure limit fcc lattice. For each system size the distribution is
plotted at its pseudocritical conditions cN and cN. See text for
details.
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h12 = c12 + 




 c13h32d3dr3,
34
where different species are denoted by Greek indices, i rep-
resents the orientation of particle i, ri is the vector denoting
the position of the particle, and 
 is 4 for linear molecules
and 82 in the nonlinear case. The functions hij and cij
are the total and direct correlation functions and  is the
number density of the species . Equation 34 must be
supplemented by a closure, which in its general form reads
h12 = exp− u12 + h12
− c12 + b12 − 1, 35
where b12 is the so-called bridge function. Here we will
only consider two approximations, the simplest HNC, which
implies b12=0 and the RHNC in which the bridge func-
tion of the system under consideration is approximated by
that of a reference system. Since we are dealing with equi-
sized HSs plus an extra multipole contribution whose angu-
lar average contribution vanishes, the most appropriate
choice of the reference system is the HS fluid of diameter 
and density =. Now, one can proceed to solve Eqs.
34 and 35 using the standard spherical harmonic expan-
sion of the correlation functions.45 Thus one would obtain a
solution for a given composition, total density, and tempera-
ture. However, for the purpose of studying phase separation
in mixtures, it is certainly better to work at constant pressure.
In our case, the pressure is straightforward to calculate
through the virial theorem, namely,
p = 

x
−
22
3


xx 
l1l2lm

0

drr3
dul1l2m
 r
dr
gl1l2m
 r ,
36
where f l1l2m
 r are the coefficients of the spherical harmonic
expansion of the angular functions correlating particles of
species  and  in the molecular reference frame. The way to
proceed is then to solve Eqs. 34 and 35 coupled with Eq.
36 for the given , p, and composition, for both the cor-
relation functions h and c, and the total density  following
the ideas of Pastore et al.46 This can be easily accomplished
if the nonlinear system of equations is solved using Fries and
Cosnard’s version of the general minimization of residues
GMRES algorithm.47 We have checked the results of our
algorithm against constant density calculations and with the
results of Chen et al.20 and Range and Klapp.21 In all cases
the agreement found was satisfactory and the stability limits
found in Refs. 20 and 21 were reproduced.
Once the equations are solved at constant pressure, one
can also evaluate thermodynamic quantities such as internal
energies, Helmholtz free energies, and chemical
potentials.45,48 In this way, it should be possible, in principle,
to determine the conditions of phase separation solving for
equal pressure and chemical potentials. We have found, how-
ever, that the integral equation breaks down at low
temperatures–low dipole concentrations before the binodal
curve is reached. This shortcoming is most likely connected
with the inability of HNC-like integral equations to furnish
convergent solutions in the strong association regime.49,50
Thus, in this work we have restricted ourselves to probe to
boundaries of the no-solution region, and so we will provide
some rough estimates of the location of the critical point
based on the position of the maxima of the corresponding
no-solution curves. These estimates will of course overesti-
mate the simulated critical temperatures.51 Here it should be
stressed that the free energy and virial pressure are fully
consistent52 in the HNC approximation. Incorporation of a
HS bridge function in the RHNC hardly worsens this consis-
tency, but considerably improves the consistency between
virial pressure and fluctuation theorem isotherm compress-
ibility. However, at high densities/pressures for which de-
mixing is to be expected, there remains a certain amount of
inconsistency up to a 20% that can compromise the accu-
racy of the calculation to certain extent. In any case, the
aforementioned convergence problems of the integral equa-
tion represent a much more severe drawback.
VI. RESULTS
We have carried out simulations to compute phase tran-
sitions and critical points of the fluid-fluid equilibria at dif-
ferent values of p. In addition we have performed a similar
calculation for a face centered cubic fcc close packing dis-
tribution of spheres, which in practice can be viewed as a
lattice gas model with dipolar interactions. In Table I we
present the simulation results for the fluid-fluid equilibrium
at p=5.0. These results were computed by performing
simulations for several system sizes N=32, 64, 108, 256, and
500 and extrapolating to the thermodynamic limit. In addi-
tion we include the estimation of the critical properties at the
same conditions. It is clear from these results that the coex-
istence curve is very asymmetric in both x2-T and -T
planes. One of the phases, phase I, is a much diluted solution
of DHS in a HS system, whereas in phase II the mole frac-
tion of HS is relatively large. This fact is also reflected in the
values of the critical properties xc1 /2 and the critical den-
sity c is close to the value of a pure HS system at the same
pressure.
The search for critical temperatures was carried as fol-
lows. Once p is fixed, we paid attention to the behavior of
relatively small systems N=32. By means of several short
simulations and the histogram analysis, we could get the ap-
TABLE I. Phase coexistence at p=5.0, x is the mole fraction of DHSs,
and the indices I and II refer to the two phases. Error bars are given between
parentheses in units of the last figure of the property and correspond to a
confidence level of about 95%.
 xI xII N3 / V	I N3 / V	II
4.2 0.011 0.741 0.7524 0.8314
4.0 0.032 0.662 0.7516 0.8177
3.8 0.071 0.571 0.7544 0.8034
3.614 0.26313 0.26313 0.7683 0.7683
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proximate location of the critical region. This could be done
due to the fact that in spite of the small sample size, the
results for the pseudocritical values cN ,p for N=32 are
usually very close say, less than 5% apart to the extrapo-
lated value at the thermodynamic limit see Tables II–IV.
After having a good guess about the pseudocritical con-
ditions, we run long simulations and performed the histo-
gram analysis to compute more precisely the pseudocritical
conditions for the smallest systems. Then, we subsequently
run simulations with larger number of particles, usually N
=64, 108, 256, and 500, taking advantage in each case of the
information from previous smaller sizes, so as to choose
the simulation temperature, and eventually to reduce, when
possible, the maximum value of N2 to be sampled in the
simulation runs.
Despite the use of the special procedures devised to im-
prove the orientational sampling, long runs were required to
extract reliable information regarding the demixing transi-
tion. One of the main problems found in the simulation is the
strong density-composition correlation at constant T and p
that appears in these fluid mixtures. This implies that a large
range of densities has to be sampled at constant pressure
conditions. In these circumstances, the hard core of the
model induces a slow sampling of the density fluctuations.
This fact, together with the high computational cost due to
the presence of multipoles, made unfeasible the simulation of
very large systems. As an example, a precise estimation of
the pseudocritical temperature for N=500 at the lower value
of p using a reasonable amount of CPU time was already
too hard to obtain. However, in the particular case of the
lattice system studied as a reference, the low value of c and
above all the fact that the calculations are performed at con-
stant volume made possible the simulation of much larger
systems.
In Tables II–IV we show the results for the pseudocriti-
cal and extrapolated critical behaviors of the different sys-
tems. It can be noticed that the results for the fluid phases are
nearly consistent with the scaling relation given in Eq. 33.
This is somewhat surprising given the relative small size of
the systems considered.
TABLE II. Pseudocritical points of the fluid mixtures. Error bars are given as in Table I.
p N c
N xcN cN3 2cN3 xcNL/
5.0 32 3.70118 0.397323 0.785414 0.321024 0.5353
64 3.69313 0.361515 0.780411 0.288514 0.5332
108 3.67311 0.342123 0.778213 0.271421 0.5374
256 3.64523 0.3133 0.774814 0.246028 0.5346
500 3.62314 0.3017 0.772913 0.2358 0.542
4.0 32 3.84120 0.394921 0.736512 0.300322 0.5343
64 3.81315 0.365516 0.733311 0.275415 0.5393
108 3.79210 0.3463 0.73179 0.259227 0.5424
256 3.74515 0.3184 0.72769 0.2364 0.5398
500 3.744 0.30612 0.726423 0.2269 0.543
2.0 32 4.303 0.4065 0.597821 0.2564 0.5455
64 4.203 0.3764 0.592612 0.233527 0.5524
108 4.175 0.3566 0.589418 0.2194 0.561
256 4.13822 0.3296 0.584015 0.1995 0.561
500 4.103 0.31813 0.581829 0.1909 0.562
1.0 32 4.525 0.4083 0.469015 0.208819 0.5485
64 4.607 0.3906 0.4634 0.1955 0.5727
108 4.629 0.38313 0.4629 0.1918 0.602
256 4.566 0.34512 0.451219 0.1657 0.593
500 4.5713 0.334 0.44610 0.15319 0.606
0.5 32 5.0310 0.4377 0.360827 0.1824 0.5778
64 5.088 0.4016 0.347724 0.1584 0.591
108 5.1311 0.38220 0.3406 0.14510 0.613
256 5.0511 0.35320 0.3305 0.12714 0.604
TABLE III. Pseudocritical points of the fcc lattice system. Error bars are given as in Table I.
N 32 108 256 500 864 1372 2048
c
N 2.4764 2.4446 2.4293 2.4173 2.4144 2.4093 2.4054
xcN 0.412110 0.341819 0.305214 0.281416 0.269120 0.260214 0.253820
xcNL/ 0.5602 0.5394 0.5193 0.4983 0.4902 0.4842 0.4787
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In Figs. 1 and 2 it can be seen that for small system sizes
N=32 and N=64 a spurious peak appears at low values of x2
in the composition probability distributions at pseudocritical
conditions. This effect is more important for low pressures
which also imply low critical temperatures and it is likely
due to the energy stabilization provided for the percolation
through the simulation box of linear chains of dipoles. Such
a percolation effect is thought to be responsible for the dif-
ficulties encountered when simulating dipolar systems at low
densities and low temperatures.13
When comparing the results shown in Table I for the
coexisting compositions at various temperatures for p3
=5.0 with the no-solution curves of the HNC/RHNC ap-
proximations depicted in Fig. 3, it is obvious that the theory
overestimates the critical temperature even if the asymmetry
of the phase separation is somehow captured.
Paying attention to Table IV, we can observe that the
increase in p or the pressure leads to an increase in the
critical temperature i.e., reduction in c, together with a
smaller value for the DHS mole fraction at the critical point
xc. Focusing on the values at p3=2.0, we observe that the
estimate c

=4.090.04 agrees well with the result previ-
ously reported by Blair and Patey24 c
4.00.2. The
pressure dependence of the critical parameters is found to be
in qualitative agreement with the pseudocritical values ob-
tained from the RHNC and HNC integral equations see Fig.
3. A quantitative comparison can be seen in Fig. 4, where
we observe that, in particular, the c are rather underesti-
mated as mentioned above. As the pressure is lowered the
deviations increase. This is most likely due to the fact that
one encounters the well known limitations of the HNC/
RHNC for systems in which association and/or chaining are
present at low temperatures, such as dipolar and ionic fluids.
In consonance with the discussion above, we also ob-
served that as we decrease the reduced pressure, it becomes
more difficult for the simulation procedure to find the condi-
tions of demixing. In practice we are, somehow, moving
from a typical demixing transition into a liquid-vapor-like
equilibrium since the xc increases as the pressure decreases.
The same effect was found by Ganzenmüller and Camp13
and by Blair and Patey24 when approaching the pure DHS
limit from different routes.
Following the ideas of Ganzenmüller and Camp13 we
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FIG. 5. Color online Reduced critical temperatures and densities as a
function of the isobaric density of HSs see text for details. Lines corre-
spond to least squares fittings of the simulation results for fluid phases 0.1
00.5. The points for 0=0 are the extrapolation values from that fit-
ting. Error bars correspond to a confidence level of 95%.
TABLE IV. Estimations of the critical points. Error bars are given as in
Table I.
p c xc c3 2c3
fcc 2.4034 0.2234 2 0.3156
5.0 3.614 0.26313 0.7683 0.2036
4.0 3.724 0.26917 0.7224 0.19514
2.0 4.094 0.28813 0.5764 0.16710
1.0 4.6010 0.305 0.4315 0.133
0.5 5.077 0.315 0.31315 0.103
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FIG. 3. Color online No-solution curves of the HNC/RHNC approxima-
tions for various pressures. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the
HNC and RHNC approximations, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Color online Pressure dependence of the inverse critical tempera-
ture c and mole fraction x2c from the simulation symbols and in the
HNC/RHNC approximation curves. Error bars correspond to a confidence
level of 95%.
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can analyze the trends of the critical temperature and the
critical density of DHS 2c as the concentration of the apolar
component decreases. In Fig. 5 we plot both quantities Tc

and c2
 as a function of the packing fraction 0 of a pure HS
fluid at the corresponding value of p. In the limit 0
→0, we recover the pure DHS system. A rough analysis of
the possible criticality of the pure DHS system can be per-
formed by extrapolation of the corresponding critical prop-
erty assuming a linear dependence with 1. Surprisingly, the
extrapolated value for the critical temperature we obtain,
Tc
0=00.1530.003, agrees with the value reported by
Ganzenmüller and Camp13 0.1511; whereas the result for
the limiting value of c2
 0, 0.060.05 is not far from the
value c2
 0.1 reported in the same paper.
Regarding the existence of LVE in pure DHS system, in
spite of the extrapolations performed above, we cannot give
a clear answer; the conditions of the mixtures studied in this
paper are, even for the lower values of pressure, still far from
pure system conditions. A full calculation of the critical con-
ditions for lower pressures, including finite-size scaling, be-
comes too demanding from the computational standpoint.
It is also possible that aside from the typical LVE or the
transition between linear chains and branching5 explanations
for the low temperature phase behavior of pure DHS, a third
scenario has to be taken into account. The results of Hyn-
ninen and Dijkstra15,16 seem to suggest that a possible LVE
could be pre-empted by a gas-solid transition. Nevertheless,
the investigation of such a possibility is clearly beyond the
scope of the present work.
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